This paper determined all pairs (D, G) where D is a non-symmetric 2-(v, k, λ) design with (r, λ) = 1 and G is the almost simple flag-transitive automorphism group of D with an exceptional socle of Lie type. We prove that if T G ≤ Aut(T ) where T is an exceptional group of Lie type, then T must be the Ree group or Suzuki group, and there just five non-isomorphic designs D.
Introduction
A 2-(v, k, λ) design D is a pair (P, B), where P is a set of v points and B is a set of k-subsets of P called blocks, such that any 2 points are contained in exactly λ blocks. A flag is an incident point-block pair (α, B). An automorphism of D is a permutation of P which leaves B invariant. The design is non-trivial if 2 < k < v − 1 and non-symmetric if v < b. All automorphisms of the design D form a group called the full automorphism group of D, denoted by Aut(D). Let G ≤ Aut(D), the design D is called point (block, flag)-transitive if G acts transitively on the set of points (blocks, flags), and point-primitive if G acts primitively on P. Note that a finite primitive group is almost simple if it is isomorphic to a group G for which T ∼ = Inn(T ) ≤ G ≤ Aut(T ) for some non-abelian simple group T .
Let G ≤ Aut(D), and r be the number of blocks incident with a given point. In [6] , P. Dembowski proved that if G is a flag-transitive automorphism group of a 2-design D with (r, λ) = 1, then G is point-primitive. In 1988, P. H. Zieschang [32] proved that if D is a 2-design with (r, λ) = 1 and G ≤ Aut(D) is flag transitive, then G must be of almost simple or affine type. Such 2-designs have been studied in [1, 2, 29, 31] , where the socle of G is a sporadic, an alternating group or elementary abelian p-group, respectively. In this paper, we continue to study the case that the socle of G is an exceptional simple group of Lie type. We get the following: (1) T = 2 G 2 (q) with q = 3 2n+1 ≥ 27, and D is one of the following:
(ii) a 2-(q 3 + 1, q, q − 1) design with G B = Q 1 : K;
(iii) a 2-(q 3 + 1, q, q − 1) design with G B = Q 2 : K;
(iv) a 2-(q 3 + 1, q 2 , q 2 − 1) design with G B = Q ′ : K, where Q ∈ Syl 3 (T ), and the definitions of Q 1 , Q 2 and K refer to Section 3.
(2) T = 2 B 2 (q) with q = 2 2n+1 ≥ 8, and D is a 2-(q 2 + 1, q, q − 1) design with G B = Z(Q) : K, where Q ∈ Syl 2 (T ) and K = Z q−1 ∼ = F * q .
Preliminary results
We first give some preliminary results about designs and almost simple groups. 
Proof. Note that G is an almost simple primitive group by [5] . So (1) holds and (2) follows from (1).
on points and (r, λ) = 1, then G is flag transitive. In the following, for a positive integer n, n p denotes the p-part of n and n p ′ denotes the p ′ -part of n, i.e., n p = p t where p t | n but p t+1 ∤ n, and n p ′ = n/n p . 
is not simple, then one of the following holds: (4) T = E 8 (q) with p > 5, and T 0 is either
(5) T 0 is as in Table 1 . 
simple group of Lie type over F q (q > 2) such that 1 2 rank(T ) < rank(T 0 ); assume also that
Then one of the following holds:
(1) G α is a subgroup of maximal rank;
(2) T 0 is a subfield or twisted subgroup; 
In all cases, |G α | < 12|G| When we run through all possibilities of H and its orbits with size k, then we found all designs with such parameters and admitting G ≤ Aut(D) is flag-transitive and point primitive. This is the essentially strategy adopted in [29] .
We now give some information about the Ree group 2 G 2 (q) with q = 3 2n+1 and its subgroups, which from [8, 11, 15] and would be used later.
Set m = 3 n+1 , and so m 2 = 3q. The Ree group 2 G 2 (q) is generated by Q, K and τ , where Q is Sylow 3-subgroup of
The stabilizer of one point is Q : K, and 
Moreover, we see that from [8] , the Sylow 3-subgroup Q can be identified with the group consisting of all triples (α, β, γ) from F q with multiplication:
It is easy to check that (0, 0, γ)(0, β, 0) = (0, β, γ). Set Q 1 = {(0, 0, γ)|γ ∈ F q } and
For a group Q, Z(Q), Φ(Q), Q ′ denote the center, Frattini subgroup, and the derived subgroup of Q, respectively. Then
elementary abelian 3-group. For any (α, β, γ) ∈ Q and k ∈ K,
(1) the normalizer of any subgroup of Q is contained in M 1 ;
Lemma 2.16 ([8, Lemma 3.2])
The following hold for the cyclic subgroup K:
(1) K is transitive on Q 1 \ {1} acting by conjugation;
From above lemmas, we have the following properties of the subgroups of 2 G 2 (q).
Proof. Let p be a prime divisor of q − 1. If P ∈ Syl p (M 1 ), then since (p, 3) = 1 and
Note that K is cyclic, the Sylow p-subgroup of K is unique, and so the Sylow p-subgroup of M 1 is unique. On the other hand, if
is arbitrary, all Sylow subgroups of K are contained in H, and so K ≤ H. 
Proof. Clearly, (1) holds by Lemma 2.15(1) and Corollary 1. Let H ≤ M 2 and |H| =
Therefore H = H 
. Then H is conjugate to 
. By Lemma 2.14, we have
as the proof of Corollary 1, we get that H g −1 has the structure A : K where A is the Sylow 3-subgroup of H g −1 . Let F be a maximal subgroup of Q satisfying A ≤ F . Since
and it follows that Q ′ = A and
Similarly, we have the following result on the Suzuki group 2 B 2 (q) by [9] 
This proposition will be proved into two steps. We first assume that there exists a design satisfying the assumptions and obtain the possible parameters (v, b, r, k, λ) in Lemma 3.1, then prove the existence of the designs using Lemma 2.12.
Lemma 3.1 Suppose that G and D satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1. If
or D is the Ree unital.
Proof. Let T α := G α ∩ T . Since G is primitive on P, then T α is one of the cases in Lemma 2.14 by [13] . First, the cases that
, which is too small to satisfy v < r 2 . Similarly, T α cannot be 2 G 2 (3 ℓ ).
We next assume that T α = Q : K, and so v = q 3 + 1. Moreover, from [7, p.252], T is 2-transitive on P, so T is flag-transitive by Lemma 2.4. Hence we may assume that
The equations in Lemma 2.1 show
, then by the flag-transitivity of T , we have
Let M be a maximal subgroup of T such that T B ≤ M. Then since |T B | | |M| and q ≥ 27, M must be M 1 or M 2 shown in Lemma 2.14.
by Lemma 2.1(2). Therefore λ = k − 1, and it follows that r = v − 1 = q 3 and k | q 3 .
Note that M 1 is point stabilizer of T in this action. So there exists α such that M 1 = T α and T B ≤ T α . However, the flag-transitivity of T implies α / ∈ B. For any point γ ∈ B, T γB ≤ T αγ . By Lemma 2.13, |T αγ | = q − 1, and so |T γB | | (q − 1). On the other hand, from
we have T γB = T αγ and so B Tαγ = B. Since the stabilizer of three points is of order 2 by Lemma 2.13, so the size of T αγ -orbits acting on P \ {α, γ} is q − 1 or for an integer a. Recall that k | q 3 and k < r, we get k = q or k = q 2 . If k = q, then
Now we deal with the case that T B ≤ M 2 by the similar method in [12, Theorem 3.2] .
If T B is a solvable subgroup of 
If
we have k | q(q + 1), q 2 | r and r | q 3 . Since k ≥ 3, then the fact that the stabilizer of three points is of order 2 implies that T B cannot acting trivially on the block B. Moreover, since q +1 is the smallest degree of any non-trivial action of L 2 (q), we have k =
If the design D is a linear space, then D is the Ree unital (see [12] ) with parameters
and T is flag-transitive with the block stabilizer M 2 .
If λ > 1, we claim that λ = k − 1. Clearly, λ | (k − 1) as (r, λ) = 1 by Lemma 2.1(2). If 3 | (k − 1) and (k, 3) = 1, then since k | q(q + 1) and k ≥ q + 1, we have k = q + 1 and so λ | q, which contradicts (r, λ) = 1 as q 2 | r.
Let ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 ,. . ., ∆ t be the orbits of M 2 . Since M 2 is the block stabilizer of the Ree unital, it has an orbit of size q + 1. Without loss of generality, suppose that |∆ 1 | = q + 1.
On the one hand, recall that k | q(q + 1) and T is flag transitive, T B = M 2 has at least one orbit with size less than q(q + 1). On the other hand, we show that |∆ i | > q(q + 1) for i = 1 in the following and we obtain the desired contradiction. Assume that δ ∈ P \ ∆ 1 , we claim that (M 2 ) δ is a 2-group. Let p be a prime divisor of |(M 2 ) δ | and P be a Sylow p-subgroup of (M 2 ) δ . If p = 2 and p = 3, then since (M 2 ) δ ≤ T δ , we have p | (q − 1).
Obviously, since ∆ 1 is an orbit of M 2 and P ≤ (M 2 ) δ , and so P acts invariantly on ∆ 1 and P \ ∆ 1 . Note that the length of a P -orbit is either 1 or divided by p, so P fixes at least two points in ∆ 1 . Moreover, P also fixes δ. Therefore P fixes at least three points of P, which is impossible as the order of the stabilizer of three points is 2 by Lemma 2.13(3). If p = 3, since P fixes the point δ ∈ P \ ∆ 1 and |P \ ∆ 1 | = q 3 − q, then P fixes at least three points in P \ ∆ 1 , which is also impossible. As a result, (M 2 ) δ is a 2-group. The fact that the Sylow 2-subgroup of T is of order 8 implies that the sizes of the M 2 -orbits ∆ i (i = 1) are at least q(q 2 −1) 8
and hence larger than q(q + 1), which contradicts the fact k | q(q + 1). Therefore,
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We use Lemma 2.12 to prove the existence of the design with parameters listed in Lemma 3.1.
Assume that (v, b, r, k, λ) = (q 3 + 1, q 2 (q 3 + 1), q 3 , q, q − 1). Then from Lemma 2.19 we known that there are only two conjugacy classes of subgroups of order q(q − 1) in T and
First, we consider the orbits of H 1 . Let γ = α be the point fixed by K.
It is easy to see that |δ H 1 | = q for any point δ = α, γ. Therefore, H 1 has only one orbit of size q. Let
Now we show that H 1 = T B 1 , which implies |B Finally, since T is 2-transitive on P, the number of blocks which incident with two points is a constant. Hence D 1 = (P, B 1 ) is a 2-(q 3 + 1, q, q − 1) design admitting T as a flag transitive automorphism group by Lemma 2.12.
In a similar way, we get the design D 2 satisfying all hypothesis when the subgroup is 
and K = Z q−1 .
Proof. Suppose that T = 2 B 2 (q) with order (q 2 +1)q
where f divides |Out(T )|. By [9] or [27] , the order of G α is one of the following:
Since f ≤ |Out(T )| = e and q = p e , hence q + 1 < 4 3 2 3 and q = 2 7 , 2 5 or 2 
Next we prove the existence of the design with above parameters by Lemma 2.12.
Firstly, from Lemma 2.21 we know that the Suzuki group has a unique conjugacy class of subgroups of order q(q − 1), let H := Z(Q) : K ≤ T α as the representative.
Note that K is the stabilizers of two points in 2 B 2 (q) by [11, p.187] . Let γ = α be the point fixed by K and B = γ H . Then similar as the proof of Proposition 3.1 we get that B is the only H-orbit of length q and H = T B . Let B = B T be the set of blocks.
Finally, since T is 2-transitive on P, the number of blocks which incident with two points is a constant. Hence D = (P, B) is a 2-(q 2 + 1, q, q − 1) design admitting T be a flag transitive automorphism group by Lemma 2.12.
T is one of the remaining families
In this subsection, let
we will prove that there are no new design arise when T ∈ T .
First, we show that G α cannot be a parabolic subgroup of G for any T ∈ T . Proof. By Lemma 2.6, for all cases that T ∈ T \ E 6 (q), there is a unique subdegree which is a power of p, so r is a power of p by Lemma 2.1(4). We can easily check that r is too small and the condition r 2 > v cannot be satisfied. Now, assume that T = E 6 (q). If G contains a graph automorphism or G α ∩ T is P 2 or P 4 , then there is also a unique subdegree which is a power of p and so r is too small again. If G α ∩ T is P 3 with type A 1 A 4 , then v = (q 3 + 1)(q 4 + 1)(q 9 − 1)(q 6 + 1)(q 4 + q 2 + 1) (q − 1) .
Since r divides (|G α |, v − 1), we have r | eq(q − 1) 5 (q 5 − 1) and so r is too small to satisfy [25, p.346] , which has already been ruled out in Case (1). Therefore, T 0 is simple. Now assume that T 0 = T 0 (q 0 ) ∈ Lie(p). Then for all T , we find the possibilities of T 0 in [21, Table 1 ]. Some cases can be ruled out by the inequality |T | < |Out(T )| 2 |T α ||T α | 2 p ′ . In each of the remaining cases, since r must divides (|G α |, v − 1), r is too small to satisfy v < r 2 . For example, assume that T = F 4 (q). If T 0 ∈ Lie(p), then according to [21, Table   1 ], it is one of the following: 
